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Abstract-Brightness matches were established between test lights that entered the eye at diametrically 
opposite points within the pupil. In parafoveal observation. test lights entering near the temporal margin 
had to be more intense for temporal than for nasal entry of an adapting light. The appendix develops 
a quantitative theory of this effect, and derives from the results an estimate of the directional sensitivity 
of single cones and an estimate of the variation in tilt among the receptors in a small retinal region, 

ISTRODUCFION 

Within any small region of the normal retina. receptor 
cells are oriented roug.hly parahel to one another. 
According to Laties Liebman and Campbell (1968) 
and Enoch and Hope (1972) all cones look toward a 
point near to the pupil centre. Nevertheless a flaccid 
structure like the retina must permit more or less ran- 
dom deviations from any precisely determinate rela- 
tion between the tilts of neighbouring receptors: the 
receptors in any smail cluster must vary somewhat in 
orientation. But how much? Apart from its intrinsic in- 
terest, the question is important because of the possibi- 
lity pointed out by Enoch (1957. 1959, 1967a) that dis- 
arrayed receptors may cause blurred vision. This is 
because retinal receptors are optical funnels or wave- 
guides (Tansley and Johnson. 1956; Enoch. 1976b) so 
that light entering the receptor at its “free” end is con- 
veyed down the funnel until it is absorbed in pigment 
at the base of the same receptor that it first entered. If 
there is an irregular variation in tilt among the recep- 
tors in a given small region the consequent funnelling 
of light in different directions along different receptors 
will degrade the retinal image at the outer segment 
layer where the light is absorbed. Therefore unless that 
image is somehow unscrambled in the afferent path- 
ways, blurred vision will result. A patient whose vision 
was blurred as a result of exaggerated receptor disar- 
ray woutd not be helped by refractive corrections and 
would presumably not respond to any of the treat- 
ments ordinarily administered for amblyopia. Since 
the existence and prevalence of amblyopia due to 
receptor disarray are still to some extent matters of 
controversy (~~arshall and Flom i970; Enoch, 1970), 
the development of techniques for assessing the disar- 
ray of retinal receptors is urgent business. Cnfortuna- 
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tely the disarray is not great enough to be easily 
gauged by histologic methods. since removal. section 
and fixing inevitably subject the retina to mechanical 
insults which might be the cause of any disarray subse- 
quently measured. So a test is needed that involves no 
damage to the eye--especially since a test on the intact 
eye could perhaps be introduced in clinical practice as 
an aid to diagnosis. This paper will describe a tech- 
nique for assessing receptor disarray from measure- 
ments of visual sensitivity. The method’s supporting 
assumptions and theoretical advantages and short- 
comings are discussed, and some results of applying it 
to normal eyes are presented. 

Enoch and his collaborators (Enoch, 1957, 1959; 
Fankhauser, Enoch and Cibis, 1961) and Dunnewold 
(1964) have already tried to assess receptor disarray by 
a visual method. Their method depends on the direc- 
tional sensitivity ofcone receptors. Cones are relatively 
insensitive to light rays that make an angle of more 
than a few degrees with the cone axis, as Vos and Wal- 
raven (1962) and Stiles (1962) make clear in their 
reviews of the Stiles-Crawford effect. It will be con- 
venient here to refer to the point at which the ray that 
passes down the long axis of a cone meets the plane of 
the pupil as the pupil inrrrcept of that cone. The cone 
will be efficiently stimulated only by rays that pass 
close to its pupil intercept. If all the cones in a piece 
of retina have pupil intercepts near the pupil centre, 
none of them will be at their full sensitivity for rays 
that pass near the pupil margin. Hence such a piece of 
retina shoutd exhibit a pronounced Stiles-Crawford 
effect, or Loss of sensitivity for the marginal rays. But 
in a retina with disarrayed receptors. some cones wili 
have pupil intercepts near the margin and be more sen- 
sitive for marginal rays than for rays that pass through 
the pup2 centre. This will make the retina more sensi- 
tive to marginal rays, and less sensitive to central rays, 
than if all its cones had been trained toward the pupil 
centre. 
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Both Enoch’s group (Enoch, 1957, 1959: Fank- 
hauser rt al.. 1961; Enoch. 1967a) and Dunnewold 
(1964) have observed (in ambivopic eyes) striking 
losses of retinal directional sensit;vity, enough to sug- 
gest considerable receptor disarray. However, the 
method they used is open to the objection that a retina 
showing little directiona sensitivity might have per- 
fectly arrayed cones, each with an abnormally wide ac- 
ceptance angle. For instance, cones all trained on a 
point far outside the pupil might show little or no dir- 
ectional sensitivit,v for light rays passing through dif- 
ferent points withrn the pupil. Again, if much of the in- 
cident light were scattered by the optical barriers in its 
passage through the retina. a ray of light incident on 
the retina at a particular angle will be scattered in a 
variety of directions before the cones receive it. This 
would create a condition of amblyopia associated with 
a loss of directional sensitivity, even in the absence of 
receptor disarray. Perhaps because of these difficulties, 
no quantitative conclusions about receptor disarray 
have been derived from measurements of the direc- 
tional sensitivity of the retina. 

The selective adaptation experiment to be described 
here also exploits the directional sensitivity of cones 
but attempts to escape these ambiguities of interpre- 
tation by allowing independent estimates of cone dir- 
ectional sensitivity and cone disarray. The retina is 
exposed to an adapting light strong enough to modify 
its sensitivity, and the variation ofsensitivity across the 
pupil is determined for each of various points of entry 
ofthe adapting light. It is the relation bet*ern the data 
for different points of entry of the adapting iight that 
provides the index of receptor disarray. If disarray is 
present. differentl~.tilted cones wilf have different dis- 
tributions of sensitivity across the pupil. The adapting 
light will reduce the sensitivity of only those cones 
whose orientation is such that they are effectively 
stimulated by it [see Appendix, Assumption (3)]: 
adapting lights entering at the temporal margin of the 
pupil will spare cones oriented toward the nasal mar- 
gin nasal adapting lights will spare cones oriented to- 
ward the temporal margin. In each case the sensitivity 
of the retina should correspond roughly to the sensi- 
tivity of the spared cones; so adapting lights entering 
near one edge of the pupil should produce a shift of the 
point of maximum sensitivity away from the pupil 
centre toward the opposite margin. But if no disarray 
is present. i.e. all the cones have the same pupil inter- 
cept and the same distribution of sensitivity across the 
pupil, then a directionally selective adaptation effect in 
this sense would not be expected. 

The appendix to this paper attempts to quantitati- 
vely relate the directionally selective adaptation effect 
to the amount of receptor disarray in the retina, with 
the help of more precise assumptions. It is concluded 
that disarray of as little as 1 degree should create a 
measurable directionally selective adaptation effect. It 
is surprising therefore that Stiles (1939), Makous (1965) 
and Cable and Rushton (1971) working on the fovea 
found no directionally selective effect. Either fovea1 

disarray is vsr! slight or the r;clecti\s adaptation test 
uhich they need is not :is :tc‘cttr;itL’ or jensitike ;is tht: 
arguments of the Appendix suggest. But in the parafo- 
veal retina, less discouraging results were obtained in 
the following experiments: a directionah!: selective 
effect was easily measurable. and it was of a size that 
leads to a credible value for receptor disarray in the 
normal eye. 

APPARATLS 

The Martwellian view apparatus (Fig. I) provided three 
beams of light each ofwhich formed a compact image in the 
observer’s dilated pupil. All the beams were derived from a 
single 5OW QI source. One of the three beams supplied the 
adaptation light. The other two supplied light for the test 
patch. One of the test beams passed straight to the eye. The 
other test beam and the adaptation beam were introduced 
by retIection at the diagonal faces of cube beamsplitters. The 
points at which these two beams entered the eye could be 
shifted along the horizontal diameter of the pup11 by sliding 
the mixing cubes (together with associated lenses. see Fig. 
I) horizontally in the plane orthogonal to the line ofsight. The 
test and adaptation beams illuminated concentric circular 
patches centered 6’ above the line of sight. The test patch 
subtended 2’ and the adaptation patch 8” [Fig. Z(a)]. The 
diaphragm defining the retinal image of one of the test fields 
was mounted with fine adjustments for its position. so that 
the retina1 images of the two test tields could be kept in 
register as the points of entry in the pupil varied. The in- 
tensities of the beams couId be varied by means of the wedge 
filters. which could be controlled by the observer, and by ad- 
ditional neutral tilteres inserted in the filter holders. The 
adaptation beam contained neutral tilterr only: but as a pre- 
caution against interference from rods. the test beams 
passed through red filters (except where stated otherwise) 
that blocked light of wavelengths shorter than 640 nm. 

Most of the results were obtained by flicker photometry-. 
The two test beams were sinusoidatiy modulated in opposite 

Fig. 1. The apparatus (schematic) 
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phase at 7 Hz usmg the rotating polarizer. The fixed polar- 
izers selected horizontally polarized light in one beam and 
vertically polarized light m the other. 

The observer‘s head was constrained by a dentai bite and 
by clamps at the temples and the bridge of the nose. The 
headpiece was equipped with worm gear adjustments in all 
three dimensions. To help locate the eye precisely with rc- 
spect to the light beams. the observer monitored his own 
head position visually during the experiments. using a tech- 
nique suggested by Dr. J. J. Vos. The fixation beam was 
divided into five parts by a cross-shaped diaphragm (the V- 
notch diap~agm. Fig. 1). an image of which was formed in 
or near the plane of the pupil: see Fig. 2(b). (This was 
achieved by placing the V-notch diaphragm about one focal 
length away from lens Lt. Lens Lr was one focal length dis- 
tant from the eye.) Light from the fixation beam therefore 
passed through the centre of the pupil and also through four 
V-shaped notches. the tips of which just cleared the iris 
(usunll~ by less than 5.1.3 mm) when the eye ws properly 
positioned. R<pcrt:d doses of M>driacil or >Iydrtlatc tvere 
applied to maintain a dilated pupil and guarantee relaxed 
accommodation. An image of the fixation source (Fig. I) 
was formed in the plane of the pinhole that is shown in Fig. 
I between L, and J!.~. Light from the pinhole was collimated 
by L1. Each of the five light paths that were demarcated by 
rhe five apertures of the V-notch diaphragm therefore 
formed an image of this pinhole at the fovea. Owing to ocu- 
lar aberrations these five fovea1 spots [F, Fig. 2(a)] were not 
coincident but occupied easily resolvable positions in the 
field of view. The observer directed his gaze at the central 
spot. which was illuminated from the centre of the pupil 
[Fig. Z(b)]. Under the conditions of the experiment, this 
spot was seen in good focus with relaxed accommodation. 
A red filter at the centre of the V-notch diaphragm made the 
brightness of the central spot comparable to that of the sur- 
rounding spots. The spots seen in the nasal, temporal. upper 
and lower quadrants of the visual field were illuminated 
from. respectively-. the temporal, nasal. lower and upper 
margins of the pupil. The observer adjusted his head pos- 
ition to render the five spot display as nearly as possible 
horizontally and vertically symmetrical in appearance. The 
small head displacements allowed by the bite bar and other 
head supports then created conspicuous asymmetries of 
brightness among the four surrounding spots, by interrupt- 
ing one or other beam at the pupil margin. This allowed the 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 1. (a) The observer’s field of view. A. adaptation beam 
(full circle); T, test beams; F, fixation spots. 

(b) A cross section of the light beams in the plane of the 
pupil. The dotted line is the boundary of the pupil. The 
entry points of the adaptation beam (a) and one test beam 
(T3) could be moved along the horizontal diameter of the 
pupil. Light for the fixation spots passes through the five 

regions marked F. 

observer to constantly monitor. and when necessary. correct 
the position of his head. To adapt the fixation system to dif- 
ferent pupil sizes the V-notch diaphragm (Fig. 1) could be 
moved axially toward or arvay from the source. This could 
slightly alter the magnification of the V-notch display in the 
plane of the pupil without seriously impairing its optical 
definition in that plane. 

By inspecting the distribution of light in the plane of the 
pupil with a rigidly mounted but removable magnifier, the 
pupil centrc could be located on the assumption that when 
the fixation spot display looks horizontally and vertically 
symmetrical to the observer. the horizontally and verticaily 
opposite V-shaped notches give equal clearances at the iris 
margin. The horizontal distances of the test and adaptation 
beams from the “pupil centre” could then be read directly 
off a reticuls scale on which zero represented the “pupil cen- 
tre” and on which the two horizontally opposite V-notches 
were equidistant from zero. The pupil centre detincd in this 
way will not be the true centre if the observer has an asym- 
metric distribution of sensitivity over the pupil, since then 
the required V-notch clearance will be greater at the mar- 
gins for which sensitivity is low than at the opposite margins 
where sensitivity is high. But the error from this cause is not 
likely to exceed 0.1 mm. A further complication is that the 
border of the dilated iris may occupy slightly different posi- 
tions in different sessions. This was not allowed for in any 
way but the consistency of the data suggests that it was not 
a very serious source of error. A merit of the arrangement 
is that incipient contractions of the pupil_ as recovery from 
the mydriatic begins. become at once apparent to the 
observer by the resulting fading of the marginal spots. 

EIGHT POIUT ESPERIXIEUT 

The Stiies-Crawford effect was measured, under dif- 
ferent conditions of adaptation, in the following way. 
One of the two test beams provided a brightness stan- 
dard: it always entered the eye at a point 0.5 mm dis- 
tant from the pupil centre in the nasal direction. The 
second, ‘-variabIe” test beam entered the eye at any one 
ofeight points spaced at 1 mm intervals along the hori- 
zontal diameter of the pupil. The observer made flicker 
photometric matches between the tvvo lights. by 
adjusting,the intensity of the variable beam. The inten- 
sity required for a match defined the distribution of 
visual sensitivity across the pupil. 

The Rickering test fields were superimposed on the 
steadily illuminated adapting field. The adapting light 
entered the eye at any one of three points on the hori- 
zontal diameter of the pupil: “nasal” (3.5 mm off 
centre), “temporal” (2.5 mm off-centre) or “central” 
(0.5 mm off-centre in’the nasal direction). The asym- 
metric placement of the beams was dictated by prelimi- 
nary measurements which showed that for the 
observer whose results are presented here. the point of 
greatest sensitivity was close to the horizontal dia- 
meter of the pupil but was decentred by about 0.5 nun 
in the nasal direction. The intensities of the central. 
nasal and temporal adapting lights were chosen so as 
to make the increment threshold for a centrally enter- 
ing test spot roughly the same on alI three back- 
grounds. The adapting retinal illuminances vv-ere 



6OOOtd at the central point ofentr! and 32.OUI td at the less independenti> within funcrionai units that VU) in 
nasal and temporal points of entry. These adapting their acceptance J&S. some being tuned to a narrow 
lights were not easily distinguished on the basis of range of angles of incidence. others to a broader range. 
brightness or general appearance. The retinal iliu- Whatever its origin. the occurrence of directionally 
minance of the standard (averaged over time) was selective adaptation in this sense must complicate the 
600 td. assessment of receptor disarray by visual methods. 

The adapting lights were presented in unsystematic 
order. and the first matches were made after at least 
3 min’ of preliminarv adaptation. Each match was 
made at least four &es on each background. The 
resuits presented here are for the investigator’s right 
eye which had good fovea1 acuity without correction. 

l-A.0 POD-f EXPERISIESI’ 

Procedure 
In these later measurements the test lights both had 

fixed points of entry, roughly equidistant from the 
point of greatest sensitivity-one entered at the same 
point as the nasal adapting bram (3.5 mm off-centrr). 
the other at the temporal entry point iZ.jrnrn off- 
centre). This symmetrical placement of the beams was 
designed to reduce the relevance of any diversity in ac- 
ceptance angle among funct~onai units. and permit an 
uncontaminated measure of their divers@ in tilt [see 
Appendix. assumption (?)I. Observations were made 
for three levels of adapting intensity, and for two differ- 
ent time sequences of the test and adapting stimuli. In 
the “superimposed” condition, the flickering test 
beams were seen superimposed on a continuously 
exposed adapting light, as before. In the other condi- 
tion, the flickering test stimuli were substituted for the 
adapting light which was switched oFf for 2 set in every 
10 sec. Thus 8 set of adaptation would be followed by 
2 set of exposure to the test stimuli, and then the cvcle 
would be repeated. For the “substituted” condition. 
the three adapting intensities were each 25 per cent 
greater than the corresponding intensity in the “super- 
imposed” condition so that over periods longer than 
10 set the energy received from the adapting light was 
the same in the two conditions. The test stimulus in- 
tensities were about 0.1 times the adapting intensity in 
the superimposed condition and about 093 times the 
adapting intensity in the substituted condition. 
Usually the nasal test beam was adopted as 3 standard 
and the observer varied the intensity of rhe temporal 
test beam to determine the limiting intensities for 
ilicker. 

Results 

Figure 3 shows the intensity required to match the 
standard light, as a function of the point of entry of the 
variable light. The three curves are for the three points 
of entry of the adapting light. 

The curves for nasal and temporal adap&ai~on are 
not the same. Only when the variable entered at the 
same point as the fixed test light was the required in- 
tensity the same for all conditions of adaptation. Test 
lights entering nasally need to be a little more intense 
under nasal adaptation; test lights entering temporally 
need to be more intense under temporal adaptation. 
This is the directionally selective adaptation effect 
expcctsd for a retina with receptor disarm). 

More unexpectedly. the curve for central adaptation 
does not lie between the two curves for nasal and tem- 
poral adaptation. The relative effectiveness of marginal 
test lights is greater under central adaptation than for 
adapting lig,hts entering at either margin. .iccording 
to the quantltntive analysis developed in the .Appendir. 
this means that light adaptation can operate more or 
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Fig. 3. The logarithm of the intensity (in arbitrary units) of 
the variable test light chosen to match a standard. as a func- 
tion of the point of entry of the variable test iighr for three 
different entry points ofa continuously present background. 
Background -entry points: N, 3.5 mm nasal; C, 0.5 mm 
nasal; T. 3.5 mm temuora!. The entry Doint of the standard 
was always 05 mm’ nasal. The standard error of the 
measurements depends upon points of entry but never 

eucreds O4)J logarithmic units. Observer DM. 

Results 

As would be expected from Fig. 3, the temporal test 
beam intensity chosen under temporal adaptation was 
always greater than under nasal adaptation, by a factor 
that was never much more than two. The ordinate in 
Fig. 4 displays the logarithm of this factor. Direc- 
tionally selective adaptation appears at the low as well 
as at the high adapting intensities, but increases with 
intensity. It is less pronounced in the substituted con- 
dition than in the superimposed condition. Evidently 
the adaptation processes dealt with here cannot be 
dependent entirely on the amount of bleached pigment 
or of other photoproducts that are oniy slowly broken 
down since these quantities must be the same in the 
two conditions. 
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Fig. 4. The increase in the logarithm of the intensity of a 
nasal test light that was adjusted to match a temporal stan- 
dard, when nasal adaptation was substituted for temporal 
adaptation. Open circles, “superimposed” condition; filled 
circles. “substituted” condition. The vertical lines show 
twice the standard error. The vertical arrowheads (left) show 
the range of the results of a control experiment in which the 
apparatus was altered from its ?erpporal adaptation” state 
to its “nasal adaptation” state with no adapting light pres- 
ent. The adapting retinal illuminances (abscissa) are car- 
rected for the Stiles-Crawford effect. True retinal illu- 
minances, without this correction, are all greater than the 
indicated values by about 0.7 logarithmic units. The curves 

are theoretical {see Appendix). Observer DM. 

Resdtsfor other wacelengrhs 

Results that have been obtained using green and 
blue test lights do not differ significantly from those 
obtained with red. For instance when the test lights 
were superimposed upon a background of 6000 td, A 
log i with its standard error was @28 (kO.04) for red, 
0.27 ( 4 @09) for green and 0.28 ( + 0.06) for blue. 

Results for other observers 

Three other observers have been tested using red 
lights superimposed upon a 32,000 td background. 
Temporal and nasal entry points were separated by 
6 mm. The values of A log 1 were 0.46 (+ O.OS), 058 
(I: O-20) and 0,46 (k 0.04). 

A fourth briefly tested observer was amblyopic. Eye 
surgery long ago had displaced his natural pupil close 
to the margin of his cornea. As with an observer exam- 
ined by Dunnewold (1964). the point of greatest 
visual sensitivity was near the centre of the displaced 
natural pupil. (Consequently for this observer the tem- 
poral and nasal entry points could not be equidistant 
from the point of greatest sensitivity.) With only a 
5 mm separation between nasal and temporal entry 
points, A log I was 063 (2 005). 

Fovea1 obserration 

In many experiments involving the observer of Fig. 
3 the test fields have been presented foveally. The dir- 
ectionally selective effect, A log I, has then been always 
less than O-1 (though always positive) so that it was im- 
possible to make measurements with useful precision. 
It is tempting to take the difference between the fovea1 
and parafoveal effects as evidence that the cones are 

less disarrayed in the fovea than in the parafovea. 
However, the fovea1 cones were less directionall!. selec- 
tive (with a Stiles-Crawford curve estimated to be 35 
per cent wider) and this may be responsible for the dif- 
ference. 

DlSCI_‘SSION 

It is already known from the results of Stiles (1939). 
Makous (196Q and Coble and Rushton (1971) that 
fovea1 adaptation is not directionally selective to any 
easily measurable degree. In contrast. the directionally 
selective effect reported here for the parafovea (6’ infer- 
ior) is small but measurable. 

The absence of large directio~~~~ll~ selective 
adaptation effects suggests that the cones are aligned 
with great precision. In the r\ppendix a figure of 
0.22mrn is derived for the standard deviation of the 
distribution of pupil intercepts of parafoveal cones, 
using the data of Fig. 4. This is equivalent to a stan- 
dard deviation of 1” in the distribution of cone tilts. 
Small though it is. this estimate should probably be 
regarded as an upper limit, because the whoie observed 
selective effect is attributed to selection among recsp- 
torson the basisoftheir tilt whereas it is possible that in 
fact part of the effect is due to selection on the basis 
of other properties, such as spatial position and spec- 
tral sensitivity. 

Randomness of disarray 

If the calculated value for the dispersion of the pupil 
intercepts is accepted, a further question arises. Is the 
disarray that was measured with the 2’ test patch ran- 
dom in the sense that it is fully apparent even in very 
small regions? Or do the tilts of cones vary con- 
tinuously from one small region to the next, showing 
little variation within small regions? 

To answer this the Two Point Experiment was 
repeated using a test spot only 5’ arc dia. On each 
trial only one test beam was exposed. It was inter- 
rupted at 7 Hz and the increment threshold for it was 
determined. The background intensity was 320,000 rd. 
When temporal adaptation was replaced by nasal 
adaptation the ratio of the nasal test light threshold to 
the temporal test light threshold increased by a factor 
I.88 (kO.20). For the 2’ test patch tested in the same 
way the threshold ratio increased by a factor I.76 
(rtO.14). Apparently if disarray is the cause of direc- 
tionally selective adaptation there must have been 
about as much variation in tilt within the small patch 
as within the large one. Yet O’Brien and Miller (see 
Enoch, 1967a) and Heath and Walraven (1970) have 
found slight variations in the Stiles-Crawford beha- 
viour of adjacent regions of the retina. a result which 
suggests that truly random disarray is not the only 
source of variation in cone orientation. 
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APPESDIS 

,Assuinptions 

The following assumptions will be used to predict the dis- 
tribution of sensitivity over the pupil for a retina exposed 
to an intense adapting light entering the pupil at any point, 
given one parameter to specify the directional selectivity of 
the individual cones and another parameter to specify the 
variability in tilt amon the cones. The aim is to evolve an 
idealized model which may be acceptable only as a plausible 
first approximation but which will allow definite predictions 
so that it can be tested and refined as necessary. 

First the sensitivity of a cone to a particular type of stimu- 
lus is defined as the reciprocal of the intensity needed to eli- 
cit a criterion response. or change in the membrane poten- 
tial of the cone. Then: 

(1) It is assumed that the variation ofsensitivity across the 
pupil for any single cone is the same for test and adapting 
lights, and constant throughout the experiment. 

The slight variation of cone directional sensitivity with 
adapting intensity (Stiles. 1939) can be neglected in an ap- 
proximate analysis. It is known that the Stiles-Crawford 
effect is about the same for adapting stimuli as for test 
stimuli (Stiles, 1939); this similarity observed for the retina 
as a whole is doubtless also true for individual cones. 
Assumption (1) will however be inaccurate if adaptation is 
directionally selective for individual cones. 

(2) It is assumed that the variation of sensitivity across the 
pupil is the same for all cones that detect the test stimuli, 
except for a displacement that makes the “pupil intercept” 
the”point of maximum sensitivity for each cone. 

In fact it is clear that some cones are more directionally 
selective than others. For instance the blue-sensitive cones 
are more selective than the red- and green-sensitive cones; 
but presumably only thz red-sensitive cones (above 650 nm) 
are operative in the present experiments (Stiles, 1939). The 
variety of receptor modal patterns observed by Enoch 
(1961) suggests a corresponding diversity in directionally 
selective properties, and creates the possibility of direc- 
tionally selective adaptation even in the absence of disarray. 
It was to guard against this possibility that in the Two Point 
Experiment the stimuli were placed symmetrically about the 
point of greater sensitivity. It is plausible that the different 
directional sensitivities of different cones are each approxi- 
mately symmetrical about the pupil intercept. If this is true 
and if all the cones have the same pupil intercept (no disar- 
ray). then temporal and nasal stimuli equivalent for one 

cone will be equivalent for all: hence directionally selective 
adaptation will be impossible. 

A more subtle difficulty is that optical or electrical inter- 
action between adjacent cones wilf impart to each cone a 
directional sensitivity that depends not solely on the tilt of 
the cone itself but also on the tilts of its neighbours. Reas- 
suringly however. the postulate of optical independence is 
supported (for reasonably well oriented clusters of cones) in 
the microwave simulations of Enoch and Fry (19%) and 
Enoch (1960). And if the remaining assumptions made here 
are valid. electrical interaction will not affect the predictions 
made. provided that [as the results of Baylor. Fuortes and 
O‘Bryan (1971) suggest] the processes by which the adapt- 
ing ltght modifies the sensitivity of individual cones ars not 

ati’ected by the interaction. 
(3) It is assumed that the sensitivity of a cone is not depen- 

dent on the states of other cones but only on the history of 
the cone itself. 

The massed cone receptor potential cleariy,shows modifi- 
cations of sensitivity at moderate adapting intensities 
(Boynton and Whitren, 1970). Moreover Baylor and Hodg- 
kin (in preparation) conclude from observations on turtle 
cones that each individual cone contains its own sensitivity 
regulating mechanism. 

(4) The sensitivit) of a cone is assumed to vary inversely 
with the light intensity absorbed by the cone from the 
adapting lig.ht. 

For test lights superimposed on the adapting light this is 
Weber’s Law, verifizd for cone receptor potentials by Boyn- 
ton and Whitten (1970) and by Baylor and Hodgkin (in 
preparation). The case where the adapting light is inter- 
rupted for observation of the test light is considered below. 

(5) The condition for two test stimuli to match in per- 
ceived brightness is assumed to be as follows. For every 
stimulated cone. the light absorbed from each test stimulus 
is divided by the light absorbed from the adapting stimulus. 
in accordance with Assumption (1); then for each test stimu- 
lus the resulting quantities for all the cones are added. 
Stimuli match if the sums are equal for the two stimuli. 

Reports of linear spatial summation in the excitation of 
ganglion cells (for instance Cleland and Enroth-Cu_eell. 
1968) are reassuring but do not imply &near summation 
between cones that are in different adaptive states. Fortuna- 
tely though. the predictions made below are probably not 
very sensitive to departures from linear intensity summa- 
tion. As an illustration of this, the case where a power law 
transformation precedes the summation is also considered 
below. 

(6) The distribution of pupil intercepts is assumed to fol- 
low the Gaussian error curve with equal horizontal and ver- 
tical dispersion. 

Theory 

The problem is to find how visual sensitivity must vary 
over the pupil in the presence of an adapting light that 
passes through a small region within the pupil. It is con- 
venient to adopt a system of Cartesian coordinates with the 
origin at the pupil centre. Then by Plssumption (6) the reia- 
rive frequency of pupil intercepts at some point with the 
coordinates (.Y,Y) can be represented by a Gaussian function: 

As+) = exp: - [(s - %)’ i (_Y - @l/20’). (1) 

The point in the pupil with which the greatest number of 
cones are optically aligned has the coordinates (%,:v). The 
parameter d is the standard deviation of the frequency dis- 
tribution. 



efkrt af ;1n adapting light entering at {.r.,;. 1 upon test light 
seirsitisity asdefined by equation 15) with 6: -z 2:. If .L = TC 
and rO =-y_ the point df g&test sckitivit) remains a;iZ;-.$j 
just as if no adapting light were present. If the adapting lizht 
k&placed along the ~-axis by anamount s, -x, the p&r 
otgrcatc~t senslrlv!t)r IS rng%ed in ihe apposite direction b:c 
anamount proportional bothtu X. -S and to a’:‘(? - $1; 
lath no disarrav r~? Is zwo snclxl+statiOn ~r~L:uces no dk- 

piacwxnt ol ths pcktt ofgrsatest scruitic-it>. The speak ol 

sensitivity on either side of thb point of grcarcsr senritkty 
15 proportional to .s~~(.s.’ ~ n’jL ‘. This dtis not depend 
upor: :he point oi entry of the adapting E&t. Tlxii the 
curves showing the kt~i~rlthm af visual snsilrGty as a fnnc- 
lion afthe point of Entry ofrhz test light. for various adnpt- 
ing lights differ un1) by a displacement’ ~11 ha~c a width 
close 13 :hat given by equation (73 for ttrc condition u-hare 
noadaptinglrght is prupent (piabided thar G is much rmaikr 
than 5). In view oft%% the broader iur~;t obtained witl! h 
central adapting Ii&t {Fig. ;) comes as 3 distinct surpr~sc. 
suggesting that some retinal ekmcnts in&Fc~ldrntly mndl- 
fied by the adapting light vary in their accrptancr dnpks. 

A further prediction from the equations. no: get carcfuity 
tested. is thar thr spread ofsensitlvlty as determined bg the 

of rtG Ii& s&siriviry [er;luakn (j)], and is also les** :Lan 
s. the spread of sensitivity for a singk cnnr The spread Car 
an Ind~vtdual cone IS the georwtric mean 01’ rhe spread 
~b&wl by the direct method ix the abseacr oi an adaprinp 
light [cqaation (:)I. and the sprefid obtai?td by varyins the 
adapting light [equation (61-J. 

Eslim3tes dT receptor disarra! can no* he rirriued from 
the results vf the Two P&t Expcrimzz~t. There rhc inrrnsity 
I, of a test light entering at a point rx,,O} w-as adjusted to 
securta visual mafuh with B second test hgbt of fixed in:m 
sit) entering at (xl .Oi. The adjustment was made in the pres- 
ence afan adapting light that entered eitkcr at is1 ,O) or at 
(.x1,0), Extracting from equation (5) ;he terms involving .q 
OF y, toether with I, or y,. dnd substituting_ rve obtain: 
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where A I nl is the increase required in the natural logarithm 
of I, when adaptation at (.x,.0) is substituted for adaptation 
at (.yi:.O). The ordinate in Fig. 3 is the change in the decimal 
logarithm: 

A log I = 0.43-I (.Y, - .s~,“T .s’. (8) 

In the experiment of Fig. 3, .Y, - .x1 was 6 mm. and A log 
1 was about 0.3 at the highest intensities in the incremental 
condition with parafoveal observation. These are the values 
used in subsequent calculations. Independent evidence 
about s and e is available in the widths of the Stiles-Craw- 
ford curves displayed in Fig. 2 for the nasal and temporal 
adaptation. Those curves can be fitted from equation (5) if 
the width parameter. s2 Is’ - cr”)’ ’ is set equal to I.56 mm. 
Using this equality, s can be eliminated from equation (8); 
this yields a quadratic equation solvable for u. The solution 
is o = 0.32 mm, which entails s = I.53 mm. This means that 
the acceptance angle of an individual cone is only 2 per cent 
less than the acceptance angle resulting from the concerted 
action of all the stimulated cones, which is derivable from 
the Stiles-Crawford effect. 

The value of 0 implies that the tilts of individual cones 
must be distributed with a standard deviation of only 1’ or 
so, since 1’ is the angle subtended at the retina (20 mm dis- 
tant) by points 0.32 mm apart in the plane of the pupil. 

The precision of the psychophysical determination is 
noteworthy: A log f can easily be measured with a standard 
error of 0.1. which here corresponds to an error of only 
0.05 mm in 6. 

Genrralkation of the scheme 

Finally it is useful to consider how the main conclusions 
that have been drawn are affected if certain of the assump- 
tions are relaxed so as to allow a more accurate description 
of the real situation. First, the summation postulate, 
Assumption (5). Suppose that the contributions of different 
receptors to the total signal are proportional not to stimulus 
intensity but to some power n of intensity. Equation (2) is 
in that case replaced by: 

ct.~.~) = (1: I,“) exp : - u[(.Y - .x;, 1’ 
+ (.1. - J,)‘] 2s: + ~l[(S - _S,)? 
i (_r - jy], 2s’; 

and equation (8) becomes: 

A log I = 0.434 u(.Y, - .Y~)%J~:‘s~. 

(9) 

Plainlv the estimates of 0 and s are not greatly affected by 
variation of n within the plausible range: if n = 0.5 were 
assumed. the derived estimate of cr would increase by only 
40 per cent, and s would hardly change. 

Second. instead of supposing that Weber’s Law holds in 
its simplest form [Assumption (-I)]. it is more realistic to 
suppose that test sensitivity is inversely proportional to the 
sum of adapting intensity and a constant. c. The value of c 
was about 30 td in a study of monkey cones (Boynton and 
Whitten, 1971) in which the test lights were superimposed 
upon continuously exposed adapting backgrounds. This 
value has been adopted in making predictions for the “su- 
perimposed” condition in the Two Point Experiment. For 
the “substituted” condition a comparable analysis is poss- 
ible, since sensitivity losses due directly to wastage of test 
light quanta because of bleaching by the adapting light fol- 
low the same law though which a much higher value of c: 
about 30,000 td accordmg to the results of Rushton and 
Henrv (1968) and Aloern. Maaseidvaaz and Ohba (1971). 
The estimation of disarray when c is not zero did not‘prove 
analytically tractable; numerical integration by computer 
was used instead. The continuous curves in Fig. 4 were 
obtained in this way with s = I.53 mm. c = 0.32 mm and 
the values of c appropriate to background adaptation (30 td 
left hand curve) or to loss of quanta by bleaching (30.000 td. 
right hand curve). The left hand curve fits the data for the 
“superimposed” condition well enough; but the lack of cor- 
respondence between the “substituted” data and the right 
hand curve indicates that the adapting lights in this condi- 
tion did more than merely modify quantum catch. This is 
not surprising in view of what is known about the effects of 
bleaching on sensitivity (Rushton. 1963). 

A final slightly artificial feature of the analysis that cul- 
minated in equation (8) is that cone sensitivity is assumed 
to go to zero with increasing obliquity of incidence of the 
light. If instead of this, cone sensitivity is equal to the sum 
of a Gaussian component and a constant component equal 
to the asymptotic sensitivity, the amount of disarray 
required to produce any particular directionally selective 
effect is increased in just the same way as if c were not zero. 
Computer calculations show that for the data of Fig. 4, the 
required disarray exceeds 05 mm only if the asymptotic sen- 
sitivity level exceeds 0.15 times the sensitivity for normal in- 
cidence. For asymptotic sensitivities less than this. equation 
(8) is a satisfactory approximation. 

R&urn&-on realise des egalites de luminosite entre lumiires tests qui entrent dans I’oeil a des points diam- 
etralement opposes de la pupille. En vision parafoveale. les lumiires tests entrant prks du bord temporal 
doivent Stre plus intenses quand la lumiere d’adaptation entre du tote temporal que du tote nasal. On 
developpe en appendice une thtorie quantitative de cet effet, et on derive des risultats une estimation de 
la sensibilite directionnelle des cones isoles et une estimation de la variation dinclinaison des recepteurs 
dam une petite region rttinenne. 



Zusammenfassung-Zwtschen Lichtbtindeln. die an diamctral sntgegengesetzten Punktsn innrrhaib der 
Pupille in das Augc einfielsn. wurden Hrlligkeitsabzleiche durchgcfuhrt. Bei parafovealer Bsobachtung 
hattcn dabei Testbiindci die nahe dem schllfense~igen Rand smtraccn. bei cbenf;llls schllfenssitigcn 
Durchtritt dcs ~daptationsb~nde~s intensivsr zu sein als bsi einem nascnseitigen Durchnitt. im Anhsng 
der Arbeit wird dann sine quantitative Theorie dieses Effektes sntwickelt. und aus den Ergebnissen eine 
Abschatzung der Richtungsempfindlichkeit einzelner Zapfen und cbenso eine Abschatzung der Variationen 
der Schrlgsrdlung der Rezeptoren in einem kleinen Bereich der Retina hergeleitet. 

66JTbUiYfO HHTeHCW3HO&b npw TeMnOpa_3bHiM,'fe,M npw Ha3mbHOM BXOXileHHii B rna3 ana~Tw- 

fOUlero CBeTa. l3 npkmometitwn pa3aHBaeTcIIKonB’leCTBeHHaRTeopHR ~TO~O~Q~~KT~HH~OCHOB~HH~ 
n'=qY'feHHblX Pe3Y.TbTaTOBoueHhiBaeTcRLl.wpeKuifoHanbHaa ~YBCTBATe~bHOCTbOT~e~~bHb~XKo;160qeK 
W. nPoH3aoWTCR OUeHKa H3MeHeHwi HaKnona peuenropoe B He6onburokr o6naCTWCeTqaTKM. 


